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MARYVILLE UNIVERSITY SPORTS COMPLEX, HOTEL AND PARKING GARAGE 

NOW ON  TUESDAY JANUARY 17 PLANNING AND PUBLIC WORKS AGENDA.  

Maryville still wants to buy a strip center of retail (what’s left) and medical offices, tear it 

down and put up a 3,000 seat sports complex, hotel and a high rise parking garage.  

 

The Planning pre-meeting is at 6:30 with the official meeting starting at 7pm. This matter 

has been continued several times over nine minths.  First Maryville wanted a 400-bed 

dorm.  They then decided they didn’t need dorm but wanted a hotel instead.   

 

     
 

The Board of Aldermen meetings are televised on the city’s website.  Despite overflow 

crowds at P&Z meetings on this issue, Town and Country has refused to provide live 

and then recorded video of the meetings when these meetings are on the agenda.    
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One of the overflow crowds of angry homeowners on the Maryville U. plans.  
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CHESTERFIELD POLICE BLOTTER 

 

DAY WATCH WEDNESDAY DECEMBER 28, 2022 

 

22-5679 - Sudden Death - 15201 Olive Blvd (Friendship Village) - A 76 yr old male 

was discovered deceased in his room.  No foul play suspected ME released the body to 

the funeral home. 
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ID Officer processed 2 separate recovered stolen vehicles.  1 was recovered in 

Florissant and the other in St Louis City 

 

Officers responded to traffic accidents, alarms, check the welfare, suspicious persons, 

sick cases, suspicious persons, and solicitors 

 

AFTERNOON WATCH WEDNESDAY  DECEMBER 28, 2022 

 

 
22-5681  -  Larceny Report 

SEU officers handled a stealing at the Outlet Mall where an employee was stealing 

money from his cash register. 

Keiveion Robinson  23 

 
12/28/22   Stealing                                                                          Chesterfield PD 

04/15/21   Drug Violation, Weapon Vio, Poss Drug Para                University City PD 

                 Imp Lane Use, Leave Scebe of Acc (crash), C&I Driving  

03/14/21   Disobeyed Stop Sign, No Valid Op License                   Edmundson PD 

02/13/21   Fail to Keep Right Causing Crash, No Op Lic   FTA      MO Hwy Patrol 

 

    
22-5683  -  Larceny Report 

SEU officers handled a shoplifting call from Walmart. 

Donald Montigny   44 

 

12/28/22   Stealing                                                                      Chesterfield PD 

09/06/22   Felony Stealing                                                          Ste Genevieve PD 

09/06/22   Rec Stolen Property, 2-ct Fel Drug Poss, Poss of     Perry Co SO 

                 Marijuana 

08/03/22   No Auto Ins, Unreg Veh, No Inspection                    Jefferson Co SO 
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07/10/22   Burglary, Stealing, Poss Stolen Tk, Prop Damage   St. Charles Co PD 

03/16/22   Stealing, Rec Stolen Prop, Unreg Veh FTA Warrs    Pacific PD 

12/05/21   Exp Lic Plates, No Auto Ins  FTA Warrants               Pacific PD 

11/23/21   Give False Info to Police  FTA Warrant                     Jefferson Co SO  

08/16/21   Poss of Marijuana, Poss of Drug Paraphernalia        Pacific PD 

04/26/21   Exp Lic Plates $50, No Trailer Lic Plate $50 fine       Pacific PD   

01/29/21   No Auto Ins  $100 fine No Lic Plates $50 fine           MO Hwy Patrol   

ST. CHARLES COUNTY, Mo. – A man has been taken into custody after confessing to 

a multi-county crime spree in a stolen U-Haul truck. He has been identified as 
Donald Eugine Montigny, Jr. 

On Sunday, July 10, St. Charles County police were called to a Centerfields 
Convenience store on Highway T in the Foristell area just after 3:30 a.m. for an 
alarm call. Someone had cut a lock on the store’s steel security door and then 
broke the glass to the main entry door around 3:22 a.m. They then stole $2,527 

worth of Missouri scratch-off tickets and two cartons of cigarettes. 

On Tuesday, July 12, video surveillance from the Fast Trip store showed a male and 
female occupying a U-Haul. Each store said that only the male subject wearing 

white Puma tennis shoes, dark denim jeans, a black Under Armour hoodie, and a 
black “gator” face covering entered to cash out the winning scratch-off tickets. 

Police say Montigny has an extensive Criminal History including an arrest in the 

state of California. 

 

 

 
22-5685  -  Credit Card Fraud 

Victim was notified by Master Card of possible fraudulent charges to her account. The 

victim confirmed the purchases were not made by her and closed her account. The total 

of fraudulent purchases before the card was deactivated was $139.12. 

 

22-5686  -  Warrant Arrest 
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Traffic stop by officers resulted in the arrest of the driver for felony UUW charges. The 

subject was conveyed to the station and booked, then placed in a cell awaiting pick-up 

by St. Louis City PD. 

 

22-5689  -  Warrant Arrest 

Traffic stop by officers resulted in the driver being arrested for numerous active traffic 

warrants from other departments. The subject was conveyed to the station and booked, 

then placed in a cell awaiting pick-up. 

 

 

Officers also responded to calls for, auto accidents, traffic hazards, gas leaks, 

disturbance, open door, suspicious person/vehicles, prowler, alarms, sick cases, and 

conducted traffic enforcement, business patrols, and park patrols. 

 

MIDNIGHT SHIFT WED 12/28 TO THUR 12/29/2022 

 

There were no significant reports taken on this shift.  
 

Officers responded to calls for alarms, motor vehicle crashes, motorist assists, a check 

the welfare, and others. 

 

Officers performed proactive traffic enforcement and conducted routine patrols of 

neighborhoods and businesses.  

 

DAY WATCH THURSDAY DECEMBER 29, 2022 

 

22-5396 (Supplement) - Fraud - 158 Long Rd - Edison Express - The Officer 

investigating a counterfeit bill that was passed on 12/10 was able to identify the 

suspect.  Today, the officer responded to where the suspect was employed and 

arrested him.  The subject was interviewed and released pending application of 

warrants 

 

22-5694 - Larceny - 16 THF Blvd (Old Navy) - Delayed report - A subject stole 

multiple items from Old Navy on 12/17 

 

No Report - Officers responded to the area of Valley Ridge and Country Ridge for 

reports of a dog running loose.  Officers were able to corral the dog and bring it back to 

the station.  There, they were able to identify the owner by checking the dog for a 

microchip.  The owner was contacted, and the dog was reunited with its family. 
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Officers responded to alarms, injuries, sick cases, a weed fire, and 911 Hang-Ups 

 

 

AFTERNOON WATCH THURSDAY DECEMBER 29, 2022 

 

22-5697  -  Larceny Report 
Outgoing checks were stolen from victim’s business mailbox in Chesterfield, the suspect 
then cashed some and attempted to cash other checks in Illinois after they were altered. 
  
22-5698  -  Larceny Report 
SEU officers handled a call for three unknown female subjects who stole a large amount 
of fragrance from Market by Macy’s. 
  
22-5699  -  Miscellaneous Report 
Officers mediated a call where a couple going through a divorce were having a dispute 
over custody of the children. Report was for documentation purposes only. 
  
Officers also responded to calls for, auto accidents, traffic hazards, disturbance, missing 
person, suspicious person/vehicles, alarms, sick cases, and conducted traffic 
enforcement, business patrols, and park patrols. 
 

MIDNIGHT SHIFT THUR 12/29 TO FRIDAY 12/30/2022 

 

 22-5702 - Larceny - Baxter/Cedarmill: A neighborhood trustee reported person(s) 

unknown had stolen Christmas decorations belonging to the subdivision.  

 

22-5704 - Drug Violation - Olive Blvd: An officer conducting a suspicious vehicle check 

in a closed park discovered two occupants, both under the age of 21, had marijuana 

and paraphernalia in their possession. The officers issued the suspects citations and 

released them at the scene. 

 

22-5705 - CIT/MIP/Drugs - Lost Hollow Ct: A Clarkson Valley resident reported an 

unknown person knocking on their door and refusing to leave. Officers responded and 

located and detained an extremely inebriated juvenile in possession of a marijuana 

product. The juvenile swore and spit at the officers. After the juvenile expressed suicidal 

ideations, an officer conveyed him to Mercy Hospital where he remained hostile to 

officers and medical personnel. The suspect's parents responded to Mercy and the 

juvenile was admitted for evaluation. The responding officers' patience and restraint are 

to be commended. 

 

No Report - Missing Person - Arrowhead Estates: A female reported her male partner 

missing and stated he had attempted suicide in the past. Officers located the missing 

subject sitting outside in his car near the residence. The subject said he was not 
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suicidal, was taking his medications, and had an appointment with a therapist. The 

female confirmed he had not made any statements about self-harm. 

 

DAY WATCH FRIDAY DECEMBER 30, 2022 

 

22-5708 - Burglary - 17815 Wild Horse Creek Rd (Barat Academy) - Sometime 

during the overnight hours, persons unknown appeared to have made forced entry to a 

side door and committed vandalism to school property. 

 

Officers responded to traffic collisions, traffic hazards, sick cases, injuries, alarms, and 

disturbances 

 

AFTERNOON WATCH FRIDAY DECEMBER 30, 2022 

 

22-5712  -  Fraud Report 
Subject cashed a fraudulent check in Chesterfield and the attempted to do the same in 
St. Charles where he was apprehended.  Chesterfield officer went to St. Charles and 
interviewed the subject and warrants will be applied for. 
  
22-5713  -  Larceny Report 
SEU officers handled a call for shoplifting at Dick’s Sporting Goods. 
  
22-5714  -  Larceny Report 
SEU officers handled a call for a subject at Walmart that under-scanned $241.42 
dollars’ worth of merchandise. 
  
Officers also responded to calls for, auto accidents, traffic hazards, domestic 
disturbance, EDP, suspicious person/vehicles, alarms, sick cases, and conducted traffic 
enforcement, business patrols, and park patrols. 
 
MIDNIGHT SHIFT FRI 12/30 TO SAT 12/31/2022 

 

19-1692 (Update) - Warrant Arrest - I64:  Officers conducted a traffic stop and 

discovered the driver had an active Chesterfield Warrant.  The officers arrested the 

suspect and booked him at the station. 

 

Officers responded to a disturbance, suspicious vehicles, alarms, sick cases, barking 

dogs, and other calls for service.  They also performed proactive traffic enforcement and 

conducted routine patrols of neighborhoods and businesses.   

 

DAY WATCH SATURDAY DECEMBER 31, 2022 

 
22-5721-Injured Deer-Chesterfield Farms 
A deer was put down by Officers after it was stuck in the fence on common ground. 
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22-5723-Sudden Death/Overdose-Kimwood Court 

A 17-year-old female was found unconscious in the basement bathroom by a 

friend.  The female overdosed on an unknown substance.  All attempts to revive her 

were unsuccessful.  A detective responded and interviewed the male that found 

her.  The home was processed by an ID Officer and photos were taken.  ME responded 

and picked up the remains. 

 

Officers handled calls for service to include traffic hazards, injuries, alarms, traffic 

crashes, sick cases, peace disturbances and suspicious auto. 

 

A lost dog was also taken to the station for safe keeping.  The dog was reunited with his 

owner. 

 

AFTERNOON WATCH SATURDAY  DECEMBER 31, 2022 

 

22-5726 - Larceny – Edison Ave:  Victim reported that while her daughter was playing 
at Slick City her daughters’ shoes were stolen. Surveillance video of the incident 
showed an early teenage looking male subject removed the shoes from one of the 
storage bins and ran out the front door of the business. Investigation is ongoing.  
  
22-5729 – Miscellaneous – Chesterfield Pkwy:  A report was generated for 
documentation purposes reference a father not meeting the mother for a custody 
exchange, advising he would respond the following day at the 14-year-old child’s 
wishes.  
  
22-5731 – Larceny – THF Blvd: Walmart Loss Prevention reported an unidentified 
male pushed out a cart full of merchandise. SEU officers are investigating.  
  
Officers responded to calls for service to include sick cases, 911 hang-up, motor vehicle 
crashes, motorist assist, water main break, alarms, citizen contacts, smoke in a 
residence, check the welfare, suspicious person, and peace disturbances.  
  

Officers also conducted traffic stops and provided routine patrols of businesses, 
neighborhoods, and parks.   
 

MIDNIGHT SHIFT NEW YEAR’S EVE SAT 12/31 TO SUN 01/01/2023 

 

 22-5732 - Assault/Liquor Violation - Parasol Drive:  A physical confrontation occurred 

at an extremely well-attended teenage drinking party.  Officers located two subjects in 

the woods behind a nearby residence.  The victims said they fled into the woods after 6-

10 individuals assaulted them.  EMS conveyed both to Mercy Hospital to evaluate head 

injuries.  Officers interviewed potential witnesses who attended the party and obtained 

partial pedigree information for some suspects who absconded from the area before our 

arrival. Officers cited the homeowner for hosting an underage drinking party. This case 

will be forwarded to the Detective Bureau for further investigation into the assault.  
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22-5733 - Overdose - Greenleaf Valley:  A male and female attended the concert at 

The Factory and consumed psilocybin mushrooms.  They took an Uber home and the 

female, who also has stage 4 cancer, responded poorly to the combination of alcohol 

and hallucinogens.  The couple called emergency services seeking medical treatment. 

Paramedics evaluated them and determined neither party needed to go to the 

hospital.  Officers were later called back to the resident when both parties decided they 

needed to separate for the night. At her request, Officers made arrangements for the 

female to retrieve her cancer medications and spend the night elsewhere. 

 

 
 

JANUARY 1, 2023 a bad start for Hyundai and Kia owners.  

 

23-1 - Shots Fired - Brisbane Dr:  Officers responded to a call for shots fired.  Upon 

arrival, they located over 40 shell casings from rifle and pistol rounds. A canvass for 

witnesses and video revealed four vehicles had driven down the street just after 

midnight.  No witness provided a make or model of the vehicle and the preliminary 

viewing of the camera recordings failed to provide a license plate. A crime scene officer 

photographed the scene and seized the casings.  

 

 
23-2 - DWI - Olive Blvd: An officer observed a vehicle driving with no tire on the 

front driver's side and initiated a traffic stop.  The Officer contacted the driver and 

detected an odor of alcohol.  An assisting officer saw Johnny Walker Scotch Whisky on 

the passenger floorboard.  Officers arrested the driver for DWI and towed the 

vehicle.  The suspect did not provide a sample of his breath.  

Abhishek Singh  34 
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01/01/23   DWI, Open Container                                           Chesterfield PD 

12/28/11   Speeding  11-15 over limit   $55 fine                    MO Hwy Patrol 

                 No Valid Op Lic        $80 fine 

01/12/11   Disobeyed Stop Sign    $30 fine                           MO Hwy Patrol 

  

 

A large crowd attended the Deadmau5 concert at The Factory.  

 

Officers responded to motor vehicle crashes, a fire, suspicious persons, suspicious 

vehicles, loud parties, trespassing, a welfare check, a prowler, and other calls for 

service.  They also conducted proactive traffic enforcement and provided routine patrols 

of neighborhoods and businesses.  

 

DAY WATCH SUNDAY JANUARY 1, 2023 

 

 
23-6-Warrant Arrest-100 Central Ave 

An Officer responded to St Louis County Intake for a prisoner pick up in reference to a Chesterfield 

Warrant.  
 

 
23-7-Larceny-Kimwood Court 

The victim reported money and medication stolen from her residence while she was in 

rehabilitation for a broken hip.  The victim is the grandmother and guardian for the 

overdose victim from yesterday's EOS.  This report will be forwarded to the Detective 

Bureau for follow-up. 
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23-8-Stolen Auto-Post Rd 

The victim left his spare key in the vehicle during the overnight hours.  The vehicle was 

entered as stolen.   

 

Officers handled calls for service to include alarms, harassment, sick cases, 911 hang 

ups and assist an invalid. 

 

AFTERNOON WATCH SUNDAY JANUARY 1, 2023 

 

 
23-10 – Larceny – Chesterfield Mall:  Unidentified subjects entered the victim’s 
unlocked vehicle and stole a pack of gum.  
  
23-11 - Open door – Lighthouse Dr.:  Officers responded to a residence in reference 
to subjects trespassing in a residential garage of a house being renovated. Upon arrival 
no subjects were located, but a rear door was found unlocked. Search of the residence 
showed no signs of foul play. Residence was secured upon leaving and the renovation 
contractor was contacted by phone.  
  
 

 
23-12 – Property Damage – Chesterfield Mall: Unidentified subjects broke out the left 
rear window of the victim’s vehicle and rummaged through the vehicle, but no items 
were found to be missing.  
  
23-13 – Larceny – North Outer 40: Unidentified subjects broke out the right rear 
window of the victim’s vehicle and stole over $5000.00 worth of items from the car.   
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23-14 – Stolen Auto – Post Rd: Victim’s neighbor heard glass breaking outside her 
apartment. She looked outside to see a silhouette of a subject inside her neighbors’ car. 
Then she observed the vehicle start up and drive away. Upon officers’ arrival they 
contacted the victim who took officers to the location his vehicle was parked and they 
found broken glass in the parking lot. The vehicle was entered as stolen.   
  
Officers responded to calls for service to include speeding vehicles, motor vehicle 
crashes, sick cases, alarms, motorist assist, traffic hazards, suspicious vehicles, 
fireworks, vehicle lockouts, and a check the welfare.  
  

Officers also conducted traffic stops and provided routine patrols of businesses, 
neighborhoods, and parks.   
 

MIDNIGHT SHIFT SUN 01/01/23 TO MON 01/02/23 

 

 
23-15 - Larceny - Chesterfield Center:  The victim reported multiple items were stolen 

from his vehicle after he left it unlocked. 

 

 
23-16 - Stolen Vehicle - Post Road:  A witness reported a second Hyundai vehicle 

stolen from the apartment parking lot on Post Road.  An Officer canvassing the area 

located the stolen vehicle a short distance down the road.  The recovered vehicle had a 

broken window and stripped steering column.  

 

23-17 - CIT/EDP/Disturbance - Conway: Officers responded to a hotel for a report of a 

woman screaming.  Upon arrival they contacted a female having a mental health crisis 

and expressing suicidal ideations.  Paramedics conveyed her to Mercy Hospital for a 

psychiatric evaluation.  
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23-18 - Destruction of Property - Coliseum:  Officers responded to an apartment 

complex for a Hyundai Elantra with a shattered back window.  The caller observed a 

black Chevy sedan leaving the area.  

 

A Chesterfield Officer was dispatched to an Officer in need of aid in another jurisdiction 

but was disregarded before arriving.  

 

DAY WATCH MONDAY JANUARY 2, 2023 

 

 
23-19 – Stolen vehicle report Kingscross ln- Officers responded to an abandoned vehicle call 
and found a vehicle in the middle of the road running with hazard lights on.  Further 
investigation revealed that the vehicle had been stolen from our jurisdiction but not reported 
yet.   
  

 
23-20- Tampering Report Townhall Ct.- Officers responded to the attempted theft of a motor 
vehicle at this residence- The vehicle had a broken window and steering Colum. 
  

 
23-21- Domestic assault report- Woodlake Village Dr.- Mother and adult son became involved 
in an argument over care of a minor child and accusations were made that an assault had 
occurred.  Report to be sent to prosecuting attorney since primary aggressor could not be 
identified.  
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23-24- Tampering report Woodchase Ln. Officers took report of attempted theft of a motor 
vehicle at this location. 
 

 
23-25-  Damaged property -Vespasian Way- Officers responded to report of rear window being 
broken in the victims vehicle.  No other signs of tampering.  
  
Officers responded to calls for service to include disturbances, alarms, sick cases and traffic 
hazards while providing preventative patrols of residential neighborhoods and businesses.   

 

AFTERNOON WATCH MAONDY JANUARY 2, 2023 

 

 

23-27 – CIT Incident – Orchard Hill Dr- A subject experiencing a mental health crisis 

was transported voluntarily for a psychological evaluation.  

 

Other calls for service included an accidental injury, motorist assist, sick cases, 

suspicious vehicle, assist invalid, smoke detector, and burglar alarms.  

 

MIDNIGHT SHIFT  MON 01/02/23 TO TUES 01/03/23 

 

23-28 CIT: A guest at the Double Tree Hotel on Swingley Ridge was having a mental 

crisis.  He was transported to the hospital for a psychological evaluation.     

Officers also responded to other calls for service to include Burglar Alarms and motorist 

assists. 

Heavy rain occurred throughout the shift with no issues to report.   

For the first three days of January, Chesterfield Police answered three CIT (Crisis 

Intervention Team) or mental health calls.  This made me check the CIT calls for 

2022.  The Chesterfield Police were answering CIT calls slightly more than one 

every three days.  In 2022 they handled 126 CIT calls.  

 

DAY WATCH JANUARY 3, 2023  TUESDAY 
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Officers responded to DFS (Division of Family Services) request to check welfare of a child at a local 
Hotel.  Officers located the child and had Monarch Fire Medics check the child which showed no signs of 
foul play.  The Family was directed to a medical facility in Farmington Mo. for testing.   
  
Officers of this department responded to calls for service to include sick cases, injuries, domestic 
disturbances, and traffic hazards while performing preventative patrols of residential neighborhoods 
and businesses.  
 

AFTERNOON WATCH  TUESDAY JANUARY 3, 2023  
 
23-38 – Larceny – THF Blvd – SEU handled a delayed report of a larceny from 
Walmart.  
  
23-39- Fugitive Arrest – Outlet Blvd – SEU performed a traffic stop and arrested the 
driver, who had multiple warrants, including Burglary and Assault out of Alton, IL. The 
suspect was conveyed to St. Louis County Intake to be held pending pickup.  
  
23-41 - Burglary 1st – Land O Woods Dr – A suspect secretly entered a residence 
while the occupants were home and stole their PlayStation. The suspect was captured 
on ring camera and is believed to be an acquaintance of the residents’ son.  
  
Other calls for service included vehicle crashes, a citizen contact, welfare check, call for 
solicitors, accident injury, child lock-out, suspicious person, sick case, motorist assists, 
burglar alarms, and a fire alarm.  
 
 

 

LISA ESTRADA CHANGED NAMES BUT STILL GETTING DWIS. Lisa’s last name is 

now Lotti and she is still getting DWIs.  We last wrote about Lisa Estrada, AKA: Lisa 

Lotti, in 2017. At the time she had 8 DWI arrests including two in Chesterfield.  In 2015 

she did some prison time.  She changed her name, but hasn’t stopped driving drunk. 

 

 

LOTTI 

 

03/21/22   Felony Chronic DWI, Driving While Revoked      Wentzille PD 

 

ESTRADA 

01/29/16   DWI, Leaving Scene f Acc (Crash), No Op Lic,   Chesterfield PD 

                 No Veh Ins, Improper Lane Us $575 Fines, Refused Breath Test 

FEB 2015 DWI Refused Breath Test                                   St. Charles Co     

01/11/15   Felony DWI, Resisting Arrest, Assaulting LEO    O’Fallon PD 

                 Probation Revoked 4-years prison     

10/05/12   Felony DWI   Probation Suspended                    Chesterfield PD 
 02/20/01    DWI arrest 02/13/02 Guilty of DWI                                         St. Louis County 
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03/08/00     DWI arrest 04/10/01 Guilty of DWI                                         St. Louis County 

08/02/93     DWI arrest 12/01/93 Guilty of DWI                                         St. Louis County 

12/02/86     DWI Arrest 07/16/87 Guilty of DWI                                        St. Charles County 

 Lisa Lotto AKA Lisa Ann Estrada  

 

CHESTERFIELD CITY COUNCIL MEETING:   

 

 
 

PUBLIC COMMENTS  

 

A PACK OF LIARS SPOKE AT THE START OF THE MEETING.  Six people spoke at 

the beginning of the meeting.  They were all very conservative and tried to tie the Drag 

Queen Christmas show at the Factory into an anti-Christ event involving homosexuals 

that put on a show that they claimed included nudity and sexual situations in violation of 

the Chesterfield obscenity ordinance that the city refused to enforce.     

 

A Ballwin resident, an Arnold resident who was also a protester outside of the Factory, 

three Chesterfield residents (one a protester)  spoke complaining about the Christmas 

Drag Queen Concert claiming it was obscene involved child abuse and against the law.  
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The Ward-4 candidate Frances Siddons running against Gary Budoor, complained 

about the Council and mayor not enforcing the city ordinances.  She was lying.  

 

Most of the speakers said the show was anti-Christmas and anti-Christian.  They also 

alleged Mayor Bob Nation and the Council refused to enforce the city laws.  They were 

lying. 

 

The speakers/liars were 
David Robertson  

Virginia Hollingsworth 

Joan Quincy 

Pat Tocco 

Frances R. Siddons 

Michael D. Hollingsworth 

Hollingsworth is the brother-in-law of former Councilman Tom DeCampi. In December 

of 2017 he filed to run against the popular longtime councilman Barry Flachsbart, but 

withdrew two months later. 

 

When the speakers were finished City Attorney Chris Granville corrected the speakers 

by saying the Mayor and Council do not enforce laws, the city prosecutor does along 

with the police.  

 

City Administrator Mike Geisel called Chief Ray Johnson to speak. Several speakers 

spoke of how nudity and obscene acts were part of the show. (go to the beach in 

California in the summer) Turns out they were lying. 

 

Chief Johnson assigned two officers inside the theater.  The officers all reported there 

was no nudity or obscene acts.  (I had questioned putting officers inside to watch the 

show, but it turned out I was wrong and Chief Johnson was right. He has 60 years LE 

experience and I only had 30)  

 

 
 

It turns out that the producers of the show not only put an 18-year-old minimum to 

attend the show, they modified the show after being sent the City’s obscenity ordinance.  

It became clear all six speakers including a City Council candidate were lying. 
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The only protester (against the show), Ronald Bynum of Warrenton, to get arrested.   
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MAYOR NATION MAKES POST-DISPATCH EDITORIAL PAGE: (Some of the 

following is tongue in cheek and some of it isn’t) The letter writer, Cheryl Harris,  

suggests that Sen. Bill Eigel and Mayor Bob Nation should have been around to ban 

porn stars Dustin Hoffman and Robin Williams’ films Tootsie and Mrs. Doubtfire.  Bob 

needs to be ready to ban Some Like it Hot where Tony Curtis and Jack Lemmon go 

GAY for jobs in an all-girl band.  Eigel and Nation had problems with the repeat (8th) 

performance of the Christmas Drag Queens. Nation could not win.  People were 

accusing him of violating the First Amendment of homosexuals and others complained 

he refused to stop illegal activity that didn’t exist.  

 

        
 

Here is part of Harris’ letter: 

 
Drag is entertainment as old as time itself. It appears in movies, TV, and the stage. I guess the Fox 

Theater showed deviant porn not suitable for minors when they ran Priscilla Queen of the Desert, or 

Tootsie. Mrs. Doubtfire is more of that filthy porn. Funny how The Factory ran The Drag Queen 

Christmas last year and there wasn’t a peep about it. Now should the Fox Theater ban minors from their 

upcoming Tootsie shows? 

 
In my opinion, the only sexual filthy deviants here are Missouri state Sen. Bill Eigel and Chesterfield 

Mayor Bob Nation. They promote hate and violence against something they don’t understand. They are 

walking, talking contradictions, who scream about freedom of speech, government overreach. But they 

don’t practice what they preach. 

 

Now if Mayor Nation and Sen. Eigel were really doing their job they would ban Gigi, a 

movie clearly about child abuse by the French. 
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Come on, one of the hit songs is “Thank Heaven for LITTLE GIRLS.”  When the movie 

starts, Gigi is 16.  Actor Louie Jourdan who played 30-plus year-old playboy Gaston 

Lachaille.  

 

Yes the 1958 movie won 9 Academy Awards, but still it is based on a relationship that 

would be illegal in most of the U.S.  This should go on Bob’s banned list.  

 

PROP U SALES TAX ON INTERNET PURCHASES:  In 2022 the voters in Chesterfield 

defeated this proposed sales tax of internet purchases 3,930 to 3,678.  This almost died 

a quiet death but was eventually saved by Aaron Wahl and Michael Moore.    

 

City Clerk Vickie McGownd called for the first reading of internet sales tax bill (Prop U) 

to be placed on the April election ballot. There was silence.  Finally Ward-2 Councilman 

Aaron Wahl made a motion.  However there still needed to be a second.  Mike Moore 

eventually made the motion for a second. The vote to read the bill was 6-2 with Barbara 

McGuinness and Mary Ann Mastorakos voting no. 

 

The bill will be up for a final vote at the January 17 Council meeting.  If it gets a YES 

vote it has to be properly filed with the County Election Board by January 24. 

 

“I don’t see the disadvantage of putting this on all ballots,” said Councilman Aaron Wahl, 

apparently not giving a shit what the residents think who elected him. 

 

   Aaron Wahl 

 

  ALTERNATIVE COURT PASSES PLUS $59,000 FOR SET UP:  We wrote last week 

why there is positively no need for an Alternative Court in Chesterfield.  Most of the 

thieves are druggies from North County, St, Louis and the East Side.  Most drunk 

drivers are from out-of-town travelling on I-64. They don’t need any breaks.  

 

The Municipal Court already has an SIS probation allowing defendants to attend 

programs and erase the public conviction/arrest record.  The Alternative Court is 

another way for local lawyers to make more money.  If the special programs are 

completed by the defendants EVERYTHING is erased,,,the public record, the police 

record and the non-public court record.  
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Chesterfield is funded by retail businesses and sale taxes.  Thieves with repeat 

offenses  records have them turned into felonies, unless they are erased by an 

Alternate Court. 

 
  

POTENTIAL PARTICIPANTS 

• DEFENDANTS STRUGGLING WITH SUBSTANCE ABUSE ADDICTION 

• DEFENDANTS STRUGGLING WITH ALCOHOL ADDICTION 

• DEFENDANTS STRUGGLING WITH MENTAL HEALTH AFFLICTIONS 

• VETERANS OF THE UNITED STATES ARMED FORCES 

• UNHOUSED DEFENDANT 

 

POTENTIAL ELIGIBLE OFFENSES 

• DWI 

• MINOR IN POSSESSION OF ALCHOL 

• ZERO TOLERANCE DWI 

• POSSESSION OF CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE/PARAPHERNALIA 

• RETAIL THEFT 

• PUBLIC INTOXICATION 

 

The City needs to protect and support businesses.  You are not doing that by letting 

criminals who drive out and steal erase a guilty plea.  You are also not backing the 

police officers who have to arrest them, write reports and collect evidence. 

 

People driving drunk, know it is against the law and are very dangerous to residents and 

other motorists but the Alternative Court will erase their conviction.  Three DWIs are a 

felony, unless one is heard in an Alternative Court.  There was only one no vote for this 

and the $59,000 cost to set it up.  That was by Barb McGuinness.   

          

 

 CARTOONS 

 

From CBC grad Mike Peters 
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